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NO SNOW YET
The competitive month began on a wintery note, playing conditions being both very cold, made more so by a blustering wind, and the restricted use of buggies. A second successive night of rain necessitating the protection of the green
stuff and the exclusion of your editor. Again.
Reporting later for cameraman duty at the prize giving one was immediately drawn into the lively conversation about
the Round Robin rules. Usually 3 person teams are allotted 20/30% extra on their score, but not so Saturday 2/2 on
Asia. Another mildly controversial decision to enliven weekend proceedings. David Wilson has subsequently made the
situation crystal clear, albeit in relation to Thursday’s RollUps.
Those less concerned about the topic were:

1st 85 points l/r Pat Reid, Loraine Mur- 2nd 81 points l/r Allan Fotheringham, 3rd 80 points l/r Richard Hinds, Laura
phy, Peter Edstrom, Geoff Thompson Wendy Hinds, Alan Jewett, David Millar
Thompson, Alison Kirk, Brian Farmer.

It had been a good week for our jovial secretary Geoff Thompson. A hat-trick of victories. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
No wonder he has developed a photogenic demeanour.
One fourball who clearly enjoyed the conditions was that of Peter Penney, Sylvia Robbins, John Mills and Manfred Wetzel who were out there for 5 ¼ hours, almost an hour after the first cards reached the organiser and most were on their
second drink! Nor did they finally appear together. First to arrive, to a heartfelt burst of applause and an appreciative
bow, was Manfred – without card! Some while later Peter ambled in, seemed surprised by the clapping, but did at least
have the card on which the whole prize giving was waiting. In fact it was underway by the time John graced the gathering with his presence, albeit to a diminished reception. Sylvia Robbins was never seen but is known to have survived.
The vice captains were in charge of the proceedings in the absence of Dean and Monique. It was noticeable that Loraine did all the work, checking the cards and money, but Damien arrived just in time to steal the limelight and announce the winners. Isn’t marriage ever thus?
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ANOTHER INNOVATION
The inaugural Spanish Coffee Morning has taken place and was healthily supported by the lady members. Meeting in the
clubhouse prior to their Thursday RollUp they enjoyed not only a cup of coffee but lemon drizzle cake made by Sonya and
marble cakes from Gerda. Loraine offered a short tutorial on Spanish golfing terms, to be followed by Medical and Supermarket/shopping terms at subsequent gatherings. These will be repeated later in the year when those not here are back on
golfing parade.
The idea is to try to speak Spanish / use the level of Spanish that each lady has / increase vocabulary etc.. it is not intended
to be a Spanish Class with learning verbs and homework “

A FRIEND INDEED
Derek Steele needs no introduction in these columns. He is widely known for his
dialect, of a distinctive if hardly lilting brand; his consistency as a player; sartorial
elegance; forthright nature and good sense of humour. Now it is my pleasure to
thank him for two gifts received yesterday. One, yet to be tasted, is the result of
a gastronomic challenge to which he and his wife June jointly rose.
The other is down to Derek alone and highlights the benefits of his early training
in many handcrafts and skills. It also has yet to be put to the test, but his demonstration in one of the car park’s borders suggests that he might just have solved
a rather worrying problem of mine. A very kindly thought.

225 BILLION
EMAILS A DAY
WORLWIDE
How long will it be before the
email can be consigned to history, like the telegram, the fax
and the pager message before
it?
It’s still a few years off but such
predictions, which have been
made for a while, now look
increasingly plausible. More
intriguingly, what will replace
it at domestic level?

<- Patent application to be registered
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AWESOME
Chris Slattery has always been a very talented golfer of low handicap. A serious
health problem set him back a bit a couple of years ago but his form in recent
times has been noteworthy. A difficult to beat peak was reached on America,
5/2, in the Tuesday Stableford, as a result of which he was cut 1.6 to 3.8. Off his
handicap this was a remarkable performance. A gross 68 and 45 points!! Congratulations Chris.
Five points back Geoff Thompson went one better in cutting terms, the 1.7 reduction taking him down to 15.5 and highlighting a rather warm streak, to put
it mildly. His “mate” Allan Fotheringham, another hefty hitter, handed in a 38
which cost him 0.8 down to 14.2

Allan(l) and Geoff in hit man shades

On a day of considerable achievement the Ladies produced a headline winner
of their own in the shape of Paula Lansdowne, top of the heap with 38 points,
reducing her level by 1.5 to 27. Hard times ahead Paula! Ever dependable Jill
Davies on 33, and Alison Kirk on 32 finished second and third but well down
the field.
Jill on her ownsome unfortunately

YEAR OF THE PIG
On a lovely sunny Sunday, the 10th to be precise, and on Asia
to be even more so, it was my special pleasure to be in a group
with Jing Krupa and guest Peng Ying Tang, a lithe younger
man of prodigious distance, a handicap of 7, but a little off his
short game on the day. It was also nice to share a buggy with
Cathy Gulya, back with us until April, whose game improved
from start to finish and included two birdies. The one on the

1st 100 points l/r Rob Garner, Karen
O’Connor, Damien Murphy, Peter Edstrom.

15th will remain in mind, one suspects, and rightly so. Had we
continued our first nine form as a team we would have been
joint second but, dream though we may have done, we went
home empty handed! Our scores began to simmer and then
moved into meltdown.
Not so that of the three prize winners.

2nd 98 points lr/ Iain Macaulay, Loraine
Murphy, Wendy Hinds, Peter Penney

3rd 97 points l/r Brian Farmer, Richard
Hinds, Alan Jewett, Manfred Wetzel.

It should have been England v Rest of the World but not enough eligible players were available so that annual event was postponed until later in the calendar. The field overall was a small one but, whilst Erik caused havoc in other European countries,
those that played at La Cala had a lovely day.

OTHER FACTS ABOUT FEBRUARY
Everyone knows that Valentine’s Day falls on the 14th., but how many are aware the
month is named after the purification ritual Februa, which was a sort of early Roman
spring-cleaning festival? It is also one of the most misspelt words in the English language. The birthstone for the month is amethyst, the Greeks believing that it protected
the wearer from drunkenness.
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TRUISM
You can always tell a well informed man. His views are the
same as your own.

MEDAL FOR BRAVERY
Tuesday 12/2 on Europa was a dull, grey, windy, and very cold day. Arthur O’Connor and myself wore shorts but were
alone in this apparent self cruelty. Most were wrapped up as if headed for The Sierra Nevada area. Hot chocolate and
coffee were the most popular post game drinks, and you don’t see that too often?
The cream tends to rise when conditions are demanding and it is a Medal competition. Carol Rees, who else. came in
with a nett 75 to qualify for the Finals in October, followed by Cathy Gulya 76 and Liisa Lindstrom 77.
In the mens’ arena it was Chris Slattery who headed the table for the second successive Tuesday, although his nett 75
only held off Michael Kruppa on handicap. Close on their heels was Peter Penney with 76.
The actual line up didn’t match exactly the published Start Sheet, and there were no less than 14 Disqualifications
which, if my trusty abacus is to be believed = 31% of participants! Investigation reveals that DQ now replaces NR in
Medals.

l/r Michael and Peter

Cathy minus front and behind.

A VERY GOOD RESULT
Our Seniors team took on Alhaurin, the 2018 La Liga Champions,
and came away with a creditable 4-2 win over the two matches.
Securing a positive result at Alhaurin is always difficult task but
wins in the first two matches by Arthur O’Connor and Peter Edström and George Kirk with Damien Murphy achieved this. Roy
Davies and Derek Steele lost their match on the 17th when their
opponents eagled the par 4.
All to play for at La Cala and with our opponents making one
change to their team, drafting in their caddy master in match
one to replace their Captain. John Mills came in to the La Cala
team for George Kirk who had returned to the U.K. in between
the fixtures. The result was the same with the first two pairs
again securing the win for La Cala, 4-2 overall. Once again the third pair lost a tight match on the 17th green.
It may appear to readers that there are only 11 players in the photo taken on Asia first tee but look more closely and
the shadow of our Vice Captain, Damien Murphy will he spotted.
(ED. Thanks to Organiser/Captain Arthur for this report.)
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PINK PLAQUES OR RED ROSES?
Both, would probably have been the answer had the question been put to the 24 lady members who graced the grass of Campo
Asia for a very special occasion on Valentine’s Day. Now our thanks must go to Monique Peters and Loraine Murphy for the
following report, only slightly edited.
“The morning dawned a bit overcast and chilly but all the ladies made a great effort to dress in 50 shades of pink for the occasion which certainly brightened up the dull day.
Those attending the 3rd Spanish Coffee Morning were all ready and eager to practice their Spanish shopping terms - sounds
of “¿Acepta tarjetas de crédito? and “¿Tienes esto en rosa en mi talla ? could be heard and a number of ladies are now looking
forward to our next social occasion which is a day out in Málaga on March 29th !
We then headed out in our teams, all arranged by Connie Maphar, to play from 11.30hrs.
At the 10th tee there was a little surprise for everyone with a buffet table set up and there was pink gin & pink tonic, pink cava,
pink tequila rose cupcakes and lemon drizzle cake combined with pink sweets, chocolates and savoury snacks (mini quiches,
sausages, sausage rolls and pork pies etc).. which all went down a treat, ably served by Captain Dean (AKA Conan the Barbarian) & his lovely wife Alison as well as Vice Captain Damien (AKA Arnold Schwarzenegger) - both stating that their appearance
was all natural except for the false tans - many thanks are due to all 3
Now, there are certain photos of these buff waiters that may be available but we will need to ensure the sight will not cause
palpitations!!
Thanks must also go to the ladies who all took part and assisted on the day by baking and/or supplying the treats. In fact, quite
a few of the men popped in to survey the going’s on later in the Podio room ( and at least one platter of treats made its way to
the men’s tables ... lol..).
The competition format on the day was a bramble. Handicaps were all reviewed in line with the new pink tee slope (still pending final confirmation) and everyone played off the discs. Flavio and his team were great and printed out special signage for
us.. Age is currently but a number !
The winners with a team score of 98 were : Anne Hannam, Felima O’Callaghan and Loraine Murphy.
2nd place with a score of 92 was: Sonya Foster, Libby Robinson,Veronique Hesen and Liisa Lindström
Connie did an absolutely fabulous job and for the special occasion ensured that every player received a prize. A big shout out
and hurrah from everyone to Connie.!
We also took the opportunity to welcome back Felima O’Callaghan. It was an especially difficult and emotional day for everyone but Lady Captain Monique did us all proud and held it together to present Felima with a tribute and gift to mark her 2018
Captaincy year. This was especially important for the ladies given the fact that due to the far too early passing of her husband
of 53 years, the ebullient Paul, she had missed the Captains farewell dinner.
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IMPROVED TRANSPORT
Felima was extremely moved and yes, there was a need for a number of tissues
but Monique had even remembered to arrange to have a supply to hand.
All in all it was a brilliant day which everyone appeared to greatly enjoy.”
For those of a statistical bent the average shot loss was four. Discussion as to
whether this was enough or too much is probably still ongoing. The 4th and
10thholes certainly reduced the carry significantly. The availability of pink tees
for official competitions has yet to be decided, not least because new score
cards need to be produced, and some IT amendment is probably necessary too.

This month saw the arrival of 90 buggies, 60 of which are brand new and will
be equipped with the GPS system before being put to use on Campo America. A further 50 are scheduled for delivery in March.

Thanks to the magic of modern devices a video has been seen which illustrates
fully what a happy and moving occasion the evening was. Monique’s command
of the English language is highly commendable so she was able to
The final words come from Felima>
“As I was not at the Captains farewell dinner the Lady Captain, Monique, made a
lovely presentation on behalf of the members to me on ladies pink day. I received
a lovely bouquet of flowers, a card signed by members and a gift.It was greatly
appreciated.
There were many hugs and also many tears on my behalf as I cannot believe that
Paul has passed away.
Paul received his diagnosis with great dignity and courage and when in hospital
interacted with the nursing staff with great humour.He will be greatly missed.
Thanks to the members for their great support during this time.”

First day in their new habitat.

WONDERFUL MEMORIES
Hard to believe that it is 53 years ago
that one sat in a packed (old) Wembley
Stadium to watch West Ham – oops,
sorry, - England win the World Cup. In
goal was Gordon Banks, voted the best
in the world for six consecutive years,
who has just died at the age of 81. Blinded in one eye later in life, as a result of
a car accident, he remained a much respected figure in the soccer world.

TRUISM
Choose a job you love and you’ll never
have to work a day in your life.
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TALKING OF WHICH
Leads us nicely into praise for Jing Kruppa who, in the Stableford on America, Tuesday 19/2, scorched the course and
handed in a card showing 42 points. Where this sits in the record books is not known, or available, but few ladies can have
done better. Jing’s “reward” was a cut of 2.2 to 13.7 which will have delighted husband Michael rather less than most, he
being her fiercest opponent. Jing’s practise routine is not known but, when here, she and Michael play every day, come
rain or shine. On top of which, during their many business trips around the world, sight is never lost of the golfing opportunities! Well done Jing, neighbour and friend.
Trailing behind came Ursula Wetzel(36) and Val Wicks(35), neither being shabby scores.
Meanwhile the Allan Fotheringham progression continues? (Sounds like the title of a Robert Ludlum book?). His horizontal swing is doing him proud at the moment as another cut, this time just 0.6 to 13.7 will show. Michael Kruppa, in
the same group as his all conquering wife, was second with 34, the same score but lower handicap than Jan Debrauwer
in third place.

Glasses to the left. Ursula to the right.

l/r Michael, Allan, Jan

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
“Bramble with a twist” was the title of the competition played on Sunday 17/2 on America, thus qualifying as one of the
understatements of the season to date. To be fair the Start Sheet’s instructions did end with – “You need a good team
captain”, which might also have registered a claim for the paragraph heading! Let us begin by quoting the rules for the
day’s play >
“Normal Bramble with four drives each. However, the whole team must play off the same tee. You can choose which tee
the team plays off but you must use six red, 6 blue, and 6 yellow. If a ladies’ drive/shot is used from any yellow or blue tee,
the total team points scored on that hole is doubled. Two scores per hole to count. Play off your full handicap irrespective
of tee colour. You need a good captain”.
It was my good fortune to be in Lady Captain Monique Peter’s team because it was probably her creation, the format, and
one just knew she would have been up half the night plotting a game strategy. She certainly arrived, eventually, armed
with note paper and symbols thereon. Thank goodness, one thought, we can forget the detail and just do as we are told.
For the most part this worked well, and 14 points on our opening hole (16), gave us encouragement. Unfortunately, unlike troops trained to obey orders without question, Monique allowed democracy to play a part in the proceedings . Iain
Macaulay, who also arrived late but with an excuse, took a good few holes to get to mental grips with what was going
on, but then started asking questions and suggesting improvements. Brian Farmer, a former Captain and keen student of
rules and formats, entered the discussion and this, coupled with some form which all four of us will wish to forget, led to
a final total of 97 – and last place! A lesson for the future somewhere there. Like, do as you are told? Otherwise, if team
members other than the leader are to play a part, they will need to come armed with paper, pencil, calculator or, ideally,
a secretary. My preference would be for an autocratic leader!
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It is hard to do worse then finish last but when the winning scores were announced by Captain Dean Moore, slowly
recovering from his recent operation, the difference between team 16a and the rest was depressing!

1st with 144 points l/r Valerie Wicks,
Arlene Doyle, Cameron Bewley, Stuart Bewley. A lovely family occasion,
Val being the odd one out.

2nd with 142 points l/r Arthur O’Coonor, Margaret Fotheringham, Cathy
Gulya, Les Wicks

3rd with 136 points lr John Brooks,
Maddie Brooks. Jing Kruppa, Michael Kruppa

A WARM WELCOME TO THE LUXONS
One of the many pleasures associated with the newsletter comes in the shape of
new members, and the opportunity to “introduce” them to the club as a whole.
This month Keith and Karin Luxon are featured and life is made easier by the following response to my usual “questionnaire”.
“Keith and I joined the La Cala golf club late last year after having bought a townhouse in the Horizon development. We were introduced to La Cala by friends,
who have been coming to La Cala for many years and who have bought an apartment in Miraval themselves a few years ago.
Keith is British, originally from Jersey and I am Swiss German, originally from Winterthur, together we live in Monaco, where we run a family office.
Both our backgrounds are in banking and finance.
Due to work reasons we foresee to initially spend long weekends in La Cala, but hope to spend longer periods of time in the
future.
We are also active members at Golfclub Küssnacht am Rigi, Switzerland where I have been on the board for the last 6 years.
We both like to play competitions and participate in the club life. Currently Keith plays off 18.7 and I off 3.8.
Keith’s speciality is longest drive, whereas I have been fortunate to win a few tournaments over the last few years, most notably the Swiss Mid- Amateur Championship 2018.”

LAST QUALIFIER OF THE MONTH

After such an unusually long rest period one approached Europa with
confidence for the Tuesday Stableford 26/2. This euphoric state of mind
proved to be misplaced. Even getting the tee in the ground proved more
physically demanding than usual, and that’s saying something. So the
driver and assorted tees were filed away in my golf bag, an NR decision
made, and thereafter there was little or no bending required. Dropping
from shoulder height is easier than crouching down and my 4 wood
served me quite well off the tee and fairways. So 18 holes were played
but not all completed. A relaxing, pressure free round in the pleasurable
company of the Kruppa’s and likeable Hugo Reichle. Michael in fact finished only one shot away from a bottle of wine, and Hugo’s grin grew
wider when he birdied the 16th.
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Caz Rosselli 36, Sylvia Robbins 35, (absent Laura
Thompson 34)

Absent Allan Fotheringham 34, Peter Edstrom 34, Rob
Garner 33

WONDERS NEVER CEASE
“Our Men’s Seniors team suffered their first loss of the season at Real Guadalhorce on
22nd February. (ED. This is not the wonder. Read on.)
Arthur O’Connor and Peter Edström extended their unbeaten run with a 2&1 win against
the Real Guadalhorce Captain partnered by ex La Cala Club Captain Bob Gordon. (ED.
Be patient.)Despite a strong recovery on the back 9, Roy Davies and John Brooks were
eventually squeezed out 3&1. However Philip Shute and Peter Penney found things
much tougher and lost 6&5.
Pictures below show the players enjoying the after match hospitality and also provide
irrefutable evidence that, contrary to popular belief, Arthur O’Connor actually does
own a pair of trousers, the wearing of which are compulsory in the Real Guadalhorce
dining room!
The return match is scheduled for La Cala Asia Course on
27th February with work to do to turn around the result.”
(Thanks to Arthur for the report and also an insight into his

BACK TO HIS ROOTS?
Every year of late there has been an exodus of members seeking better winter weather or just a change of life style? South
Africa has been a popular destination but Thailand has crept into the reckoning. A few photographs have been received but
unfortunately most have been “spoiled” by shade in key areas eg.face! However, one is worthy of inclusion if only because it
shows Mike Fisher with a hat on. Comes into the same category as Arthur’s trousers. The hat, or cap to be exact, is known
as a Peaky Blinder and was given to him by a waiter to whom he complained about the heat of the sun on his head. Mike’s
not the waiter’s. What makes it of more interest is that Peaky Blinders were worn by Birmingham gangsters back in the early
1930’s, an area of our country with which Mike is very familiar. Say no more.
Reference to Thailand was appropriate because there is now evidence of at least three member couples enjoying themselves out there. Easily recognisable in the picture below are David & Mary Evans, Lilly and Cees Lagerwerf, David and Hazel
Gilchrist. Looks like they were lucky to get a table/
A mildly disturbing thought comes to mind. With millions of photographs being whizzed around the world via Smart phones
or other devices, all with the best of intentions, or mainly so, where does the Data Protection Act stand? The newsletter is on
a number of mailing lists but “management limitations” preclude the use of many pictures.

Lucky to get a table?

The Peaky Blinder is central
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WHAT HAPPENED TO SWOPPING TEES?
For such should have been the competition played on Asia 24/2 according to the official Fixtures List. Instead, cometh the
day, Bramble Plus was the format. Friendly enough but familiar, and lacking the bite of the original title. Having said which the
weather was lovely, there was a healthy turn out, and my quartet couldn’t have been nicer, even if Arthur O’Connor did go
on a bit about something Wales had managed the day before. Helena Widegren claimed rustiness after six weeks away in wet,
dark Sweden whereas Sylvia Robbins, ever a contestant, fretted about rules, scores, putt lines and the occasional shadow. It
was ever thus. For my own part participation was once again limited, this time to six holes, at which point the spasms made
themselves unwelcome guests and I had to head for home and a comfortable armchair. There was minor compensation in
that the swing which triggered things took the ball to within one metre of the pin on 17 thus enabling all four of us to register
a 2. And double points for me!
Judi Lentelink kindly stood in for me with the camera and her results are below. Clearly she has no hang up about giant sunglasses? Pity, because Jing has nice eyes. Can’t say the same about Peter’s though.

Only two of Tuesday’s winners Ist 146 points l/r Geoff Thompwere on parade. Jing Kruppa
son, Margaret Fotheringham,
and Ursula Wetzel. Guess which
Carol Rees, Peter Robinson
is which?

2nd 142 points l/r Felima 3rd 140 points l/r Iain Macaulay,
O’Callaghan, Michael Robbins(it Karen O’Connor, Verena Haas,
is thought), Ursula Wetzel, RichManfred Wetzel
ard Hinds

Already somewhat down in the dumps my day was further shot to pieces by a power cut at 1600 just as Manchester United
and Liverpool were kicking off. We couldn’t solve the problem so went to bed at 2000, a new domestic record. Missing the
Cup Final too!!

READ THE SMALL PRINT
Sunday 3/3 on the rolling hills of Europa there took place a Bramble entitled Carnival with a Colourful Twist, in which players
were urged to wear white and “your brightest Neon Summer Colours”. There was a reasonable sprinkling of the former but
limited sign of the more exotic. What made the day more notable, apart from the gorgeous weather, was the fact that the two
teams who would have finished first and second were instead disqualified for playing off the wrong tees! Past Captain Thomas
Widegren gave a clear demonstration of pulling his hair out, in jest no doubt but simmering within? His team had a remarkably
good score too, but to mention it would be cruel.
Brevity is called for now because technically this report should be in next month’s newsletter, but as we are hoping to include
comment on tomorrow’s Memorial Competition for Paul O’Callaghan, close down has been delayed a bit. So, straight to the
results.

1st - 110 points l/r Pat Reid, Jinga Kruppa,
Liisa Lindstrom, Rob Garner.

2nd - 106 points l/r Sten Valentin, Libby
Robinson, Tina Garner, Brian Farmer
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3rd - 102 points l/r Peter Edstrom, Lyn Mitchell(guest), Loraine Murphy, Maarten Smits

CONGRATULATIONS

To Head Chef Daniel Garcia Peinado on winning a Bronze Medal at the World Chefs’ Global Challenge held recently in Italy.

TRIBUTE TO PAUL O’CALLAGHAN

Over 70 players were assembled in the car park early on Monday, March 4th., to hear Flavio Papa kick start the Memorial
Competition organised to celebrate the life of the recently departed member, beloved of many and fondly remembered by
all. Flavio has his introduction to such events off to a T nowadays and didn’t disappoint his “audience”, and Ivan Martinez
was on hand with his professional camera to take pictures of the smiling, happy gathering. Then the usual convoys headed
for their appointed tees, it being a “silent shotgun start”, and battle began. A bit later than scheduled but what did it matter?
The sun shone, shorts and short sleeves prevailed, and any sadness was temporarily forgotten as the individual Stableford got
under way. Paul’s wife, Felima, was playing in the first group. Wouldn’t it be great if she won?
After play the contestants were entertained by Management in the shape of countless tapas. The atmosphere was relaxed,
friendly, and altogether what would have delighted Paul had he been there. Sean Corte-Real opened the formal proceedings
with a short speech dwelling on Paul’s career within the company, especially his contribution and foresight at the time the
Resort was born. Compliments flowed freely and were well received by the members. Other contributors included Monique
Peters(Lady Captain) and Michael Costello(close and long standing friend). The esteem and fondness for Paul was transparent. Someone it was good to see present was Denis Foley, former MD of the resort, and recruited by Paul, if memory serves
me correctly.
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Flavio Papa handled the prize giving, or at least the announcement of the winners, who were:
LADIES 1st Caz Rosselli 36. 2nd Ursula Wetzel 34; 3rd Loraine Murphy 34 ( on handicap).
MEN 1st David Holden 37; 2nd Derek Steele 37(on handicap); 3rd Heiko Winter 34.

Ladies winner Caz Rosselli

Mens’ winner David Holden

Heiko is a close neighbour of Paul’s. David is a fellow Irishman and wasclearly thrilled to have won a trophy which will have
meant a lot to him, as he made clear in his few words of appreciation.
Monique rounded things off by announcing that this Memorial Competition is to become an annual event and will possibly
be played within the Stock Memorial period.
Nor was it just in La Cala that Paul was remembered. Six members played their own Memorial Competition in South Africa
and, whatever the outcome, it can be reasonably assumed that toasts to Paul will have been at frequent intervals.
Many miles distant, in Thailand, there was also a mini tournament of rememberance.
Both groups sent suitable messages to Felima and her family, represented by her eldest daughter and grandson.

l/r Achim Schmidt, Pauline Hilliard, Vic Hilliard, Pearl Fisher, Dorothee Schmidt, Mike Fisher.

l/r Mary and David Evans, Lilly and Cees Lagerwerf in Thailand

On which international note we reach the end of another newsletter.
jackperry27@gmail.com
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